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The 9th International Steel Market and Trade Conference was held in Beijing on March 23-25, 2011. Organised jointly by the
China Iron and Steel Association (CISA) and the Metallurgical Council of China for the Promotion of International Trade, the event
attracted 215 delegates. Among them 63 foreign delegates – many of them stationed in China – from companies in Britain, the
USA, Japan, Korea and Thailand. A Report by Hans Mueller*

grow from $5000 in 2020 to $35 000 by 2020.
Mr Bada then drew attention to the research
undertaken by worldsteel in such areas as auto-
motive design, environmental control, employ-
ee health and safety management. He was fol-
lowed by the outgoing worldsteel Director
General Ian Christmas, who briefly outlined the
changes he helped bring about during his 12-
year tenure in that position. 

S Li, of CISA, presented a detailed market
outlook for the Chinese steel industry that
relied heavily on proposals made in the 12th
Five-year Plan for China’s Economic and Social
Development. Unfortunately, important detail
in the presentation – such as the row and col-
umn headings of sectoral tables – was not trans-
lated into English, making it inaccessible to
most Western delegates. Construction,
accounting for 56% of total steel consumption
in 2010, would remain a key steel-consuming
sector. The negative impact on the use of steel
of a policy shift from investment to consumer
goods would be largely offset by a rising degree

The 9th International Steel Market and
Trade Conference, Beijing

of urbanisation from 47% in 2009 to 52% in
2015 and further to 65% by 2030. Mr Li further
thought that the recent focus on energy effi-
ciency, deep-water oil exploration and ‘high-
end equipment manufacturing’ would require
more intensive efforts to develop stronger and
lighter grades of steel. A massive shift toward
special-quality steels would in turn dampen the
future growth of steel production in terms of
crude-steel tonnage. Obstacles to such policy
changes, he noted, existed mainly at the provin-
cial level where some authorities still encour-
aged ‘blind capacity expansion’ with only one
goal in mind, enlarging their income from local
taxes. If the new policies were followed rigor-
ously throughout the country, total steel
demand in 2015 would remain roughly at the
2009 level of 600Mt. On the other hand,
should less desirable past policies stay their
course, demand would reach 850Mt by 2015.

L Zhang, of the Development Research
Center of China, declared that sustainable
growth in 2011 would depend on lower growth

THE Chinese delegates represented companies
producing, trading and transporting steel and
steel-making raw materials in addition to con-
sulting and financial institutions. Scheduling of
the presentations was observed with utmost
precision and the sound equipment was of
excellent quality. 

China’s steel industry is split into several
almost autonomous regional groups, each of
which is controlled in many respects by power-
ful provincial or municipal authorities. Efforts
to integrate or consolidate the industry have
frequently been halted by these authorities,
who worry about losing tax revenue. This has
also been the fate of certain directives issued by
central-government planners as, for example, a
series of orders to shut down plants considered
antiquated or of less than minimum efficient
size. Much of the time the result has been
excess capacity and downward pressure on
prices. Attempts by Chinese producers to move
the excess into foreign markets predictably trig-
gered salvos of trade cases. These cases were
facilitated by the fact that current international
trade law contains sections that are not guided
by workable economic rules.

General economic conditions and
the Chinese steel market
The first session on day one was chaired by
CISA Vice Chairman X Wang. First at the podi-
um was J Zhu, chairman of CISA and of the
Shougang Group, who thought that more R&D
spending would yield better long-term returns
than many current investments and that more
empirical information was needed concerning
the effect of large income differentials on the
stability of society (a month later the govern-
ment of China passed new tax laws to safeguard
social stability by putting checks on the rising
income gap). Mr Zhu added that more of
China's rising innovative capability needed to
be channelled towards energy conservation and
that deep-rooted international conflicts could
prove harmful to the future development of
China’s steel industry. 

The current Chairman of the World Steel
Association (worldsteel), H Bada of Japan’s
JFE, provided a number of short-term forecasts
of apparent finished steel consumption made
last October. This predicts a global consump-
tion of 1.339bnt in 2011, up 5.3% on 2010. Of
this, China is forecast to account for 599.0Mt
or 45% of the total. He continued with fore-
casts of automotive demand and construction
for the world's major regions. He expected
China to do well in these sectors, ahead of
India and other emerging regions. He also pro-
jected Asia’s share of global GDP to rise from
24.7% in 2009 to 40.5% by 2020 (Fig 1) and a
doubling of Asia’s middle class during this peri-
od (Fig 2). Disposable income per capita will
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Fig 1 The share of
global GDP in Asia is
set to grow from
24.7% in 2009 to
40.5% in 2030
Source: IMF presented
by H Bada, worldsteel

Fig 2 Projected
growth of Middle
Class population in
Asia
Source: Ministry of
Economy, Trade and
Industry, Japan
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rates of exports, investments and – by a smaller
margin – consumption. In his view, the contin-
ued development of China’s economy enjoyed
good prospects but also faced serious (uniden-
tified) challenges. He ended with the pledges
that “we shall speed up ... economic restructur-
ing” and “we shall coordinate short-term devel-
opment with that of medium- and long-term”.

The world steel market and 
international steel trade outlook
In Session Two, G Moffat of Eurofer described
in detail two major topics regarding the EU
steel industry. First, the nature of the industry’s
recovery, robust in the manufacturing sector –
boosted by strong exports of machinery – slow
in construction, which received little help from
the public sector due to sharp spending cuts.
Second, there were challenges to the future
performance of the EU industry from increased
protection of national steel markets, the rising
cost of raw-material inputs – driven up by the
market power of dominant mining companies
and, less conspicuously, export taxes imposed
by some nations on scarce raw materials, scrap
in particular. The shielding of national scrap
markets from foreign competition was also a
major concern of the next speaker, T Danjczek
of the (US) Steel Manufacturers Association.
He made a valid point with respect to China –
the world’s second-largest EAF steel producer
(48.2Mt in 2009) after the EU (61.0Mt in
2009) and second-largest scrap importer –
which imposes high tariffs on the export of its
own scrap (Fig 3). Nations that insist on pursu-
ing nationalistic raw material policies should be
penalised. Because of low demand from the
construction sector, US minimills are now pro-
ducing more high-value flat-rolled and speciali-
ty products and these require premium scrap
and other high-grade metallics, a reason why
these mills import considerable quantities of
selected scrap grades, pig iron and DRI. A
future analysis should therefore focus on trade
in specific grades of scrap and other metallics. 

I H Oh, of the Korean Iron & Steel
Association (KOSA), presented a meticulous
report describing the changes that have taken
place in the type and location of steel produc-
tion, the entry of domestic competitors, shifts
in domestic demand and foreign trade (espe-
cially with Japan and China) and a declining
need for imported scrap. Like the EU and US
representatives, he also expressed concern that
“natural resource nationalism spreads out”. A
relevant point included in the Korean industry's
long-term strategy is the “strengthening devel-
opment of overseas resources” he said. F
Bujang, of Krakatau Steel, Indonesia, projected
the demand/supply outlook of ASEAN steel
industries. He stressed ASEAN's close ties with
its neighbours but complained about China
being self-cantered when it raised export prices
(by reducing tax rebates) on billets and slabs,
key inputs for ASEAN members like Thailand,
Indonesia, Vietnam and the Philippines (Fig 4).
The same countries also depend heavily on
scrap imports from the USA and Europe. 

P Gupta of Tata Steel, provided a compre-
hensive overview of the Indian steel industry’s
goals and challenges. One of the challenges will
be the rapid improvement of the country’s pub-
lic infrastructure so that it can accommodate
the predicted high rate of output of vehicles.
Combined with an expected increase in urban-
isation, the likely result of putting millions of
cars on an inadequate road system would be
tens of thousands of traffic casualties among

pedestrians and cyclists, which might give rise
to social tensions. Mr Gupta thought that small
Indian steelmakers would manage to survive on
the strength of their thorough knowledge of
local conditions, that independent service cen-
tres had a useful role to play in Indian markets
and that steel producers would have to “focus
on enriching the product mix, eg, API grades,
AHSS, electrical steels and special plates to
meet domestic demand”.

Trends in the Chinese and global
steel markets
Session Three was organised as a panel discus-
sion among three British and two Chinese steel
experts. J Johnson, of CRU, thought that eco-
nomic restraining measures recently imposed
by the government of China were too strict,
that conflicting US policy measures would
handicap that economy’s growth momentum
and that Middle Eastern upheavals were likely
to fan inflationary pressures through much of
the world. He still saw a huge growth potential
for China’s economy but was uncertain as to
the success of new government initiatives tar-
geting(1) increased domestic consumption,(2)

reduced coastal/inland and urban/rural inequal-
ities,(3) better working market mechanisms(4),
and greater energy efficiency accompanied by
less CO2 pollution. Mr Johnson expected
Chinese steel prices to peak in 2012, then grad-
ually soften as supplies of raw materials caught
up with market demand.

P Fish, of MEPS International, saw an
improving economic situation give rise to an all-
time high for Chinese HRC prices in the sum-
mer of 2011, (to about $730/t), a decline in H2’
11 but not as much as the drop in international
prices, and a modest upturn in 2012. He attrib-
uted the relatively low profitability of China's
steelmakers to the greater pricing power of tier-

one distributors (rather than, as many other
observers hold, aggressive price competition
among mills that are far less consolidated than
their principal international rivals). Mr Fish
later observed that according to his calculations
the 2010 crude steel output for China was
under-reported by 47Mt. R Manser, of Steel
Business Briefing, noted that several of the
world's multinational steel producers were
based either in Russia or India, adding warnings
on inflation and overcapacity, then briefly
described the main steel demand/supply fea-
tures of the following emerging markets: Africa,
the Middle East, the CIS, Latin America and
India. He ended with the conclusion that these
markets were strong but overheating and that
high commodity prices as well as rising steel
prices would lead to more price hedging and
risk management.

A graphically well-supported description of
the factors driving steel prices, inflation and
growth in China was provided by X Xu, of
Mysteel. However, the presentation could have
benefited from more rigorous editing, both to
cut its excessive length and to eliminate super-
fluous statements and graphs. It did not help
that the graphs often lacked a time reference
and the explanatory footnotes were obscure.
Similarly, a more concise treatment of inflation
and the effects of raw material costs on steel
prices would have improved the transparency of
that discussion. G Zhou, of Custeel, covers
almost the same territory as previous speakers,
but without the use of a single graph. The
English translation of his prose was well done
and made it easy to follow his thoughts. His
first subtitle, ‘Over supply of China’s steel mar-
ket in 2010’ referred to a major challenge con-
fronting China’s central planners. He cited
excess supplies as the reason for the steel indus-
try's low earnings and the international friction
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that had been triggered by export forays into
various foreign markets. The problem was to be
tackled by a new economic model launched
with the 12th Five-Year Plan (2011-2015) that
would focus ‘on scientific advancement, the
improvement of labour force quality, manage-
ment and innovation’. Other objectives of the
new model would be to favour economic
restructuring over high rates of growth, alleviate
current inflation and implement a long-term
strategy for expanding domestic consumption.
Nevertheless, in 2011 the steel market would
remain oversupplied as a result of large inven-
tories, reduced exports due to foreign protec-
tionism, and an inability to slow the momentum
of capacity growth at short notice.

Steel distribution
N Sakaguchi, of Metal One Corp, explained
the Japanese firm’s highly diversified nature,
with its multiple participations in carbon and
stainless steel mills as well as in metal service
centres, blanking operations and finishing mills
in Japan, China, ASEAN, Europe, the USA and
Latin America. In each case the size of Metal
One’s holding was shown and in many
instances also the linkages existing between the
associated companies. He told the audience
that historically large service centres in Japan
have often extended financial assistance to
small EAF producers during prolonged lean
periods.

A previous speaker, T Danjczek, read a pres-
entation whose author, M Applebaum of Steel
Market Intelligence, was unable to attend the
meeting. Its theme was the role played by
American service centres, which sell 25-30% of
the steel produced in the USA. The distribution
mode of the remaining 70-75% was not dis-
cussed. Like distributors, service centres ‘break
bulk’ and maintain inventories to cover uneven
or cyclical demand. In addition, they process
steel by slitting, cutting, edge-finishing and, in
some cases, cold rolling, annealing and pickling.
Problem arise when steelmakers fail to observe
contracted delivery periods or when large num-
bers of customers, often reacting to rumours,
speed up or slow down their order volume. In

her discussion of solutions to such problems, Ms
Applebaum extolled the ‘advantages of scale
and consolidation’, eg, the ability to negotiate
lower purchasing prices upstream and maintain
better price discipline downstream. However,
an increase in company size may entail the addi-
tion of management levels, slow the decision-
making process and lead to less attentive treat-
ment of small customers. Another item she list-
ed as a solution, ‘fewer imports’, disregards the
benefits ensuing from international product spe-
cialisation which enable national industries to
get more out of their R&D dollars and the logis-
tics advantage imports have over domestic sup-
pliers in certain parts of the country, coastal
regions in particular.

L Yao, of Shanghai Baosteel International
Economic & Trading Co (BI), described the
evolution of the trading arm of China’s largest
steel producer, from its founding in 1985 to its
planned expansion to 2015. Selling carbon,
stainless and special grades produced by
Baosteel throughout China, (except Inner
Mongolia and Tibet), BI now consists of two
trading companies, seven regional ‘platforms’,
37 processing centres and 88 offices.
Considering its core functions to be trade, dis-
tribution, processing and logistics, the company
has made an effort to keep up with the ongoing
diversification of its clients by offering targeted,
differentiated services. For example, to improve
the system’s efficiency and facilitate a faster
response from customers, BI is currently digi-
talising all its communications. For 2015, Mr
Yao listed a goal of 40-50 processing centres
and a storage capacity of 8-10Mt to accommo-
date Baosteel’s expanding output. He empha-
sised, moreover, the value of their highly-skilled
but widely dispersed personnel and the con-
stant training required to have them stay ahead
of their clients’ ever more complex needs.

J Cui, of the Shanghai Baiying Steel Group –
an organisation of privately-owned steel traders
engaged in both spot and e-commerce sales –
examined current patterns of steel trade and
their future expansion in the Shanghai area. He
acknowledged that the situation was currently
in flux and that a higher level of sector consoli-

dation as well as upgrading into more value-
added services and hedging were inevitable to
remain competitive in the market. Additional
recommended practices would be partnerships
regarding logistics and purchasing. To avoid
‘putting all the eggs in one basket’ members of
the Shanghai association diversified into
finance, manufacturing, real estate and even
entertainment.

Shougang Qian’an site visit
On the day following the conference, delegates
were offered a partial tour of the relatively new
Shougang Qian’an plant, located about 180km
east of Beijing. Because the bus ride took
almost 6hrs, there was only time to visit one
blast furnace and a hot strip mill.
Communication was difficult, as the company
did not provide wireless headsets to the dele-
gates, only a bullhorn for the guide. From bits
of explanations that overcame the background
noise of an operating steel plant, some data
inscribed on plaques posted along the way and
from private talks, the following information
could be gleaned:

The BF volume is 2650m³ and its annual hot
metal capacity about 1.8Mt. The BF is linked to
a plant that recycles slag into brickmaking
material.

The HSM is of SMS Demag design, with an
automation system from Siemens VAI. Rolling
capacity is up to 4Mt of coil products ranging
from 1.5mm-19mm in thickness and from
750mm–2130mm in width. The Qian’an plant
is capable of producing high-spec X120-grade
coil which is suitable for making tubular prod-
ucts exposed to a demanding environment.
Housekeeping in the plant was excellent.

The Shougang Group has a total raw steel
capacity of 11Mt/y including a 51% jv with
Tangsteel named Shougang Jingtang a modern
greenfield site in the Caofeiian development
zone in Hebei Provence some 220km SE of
Beijing built in order to move its former pro-
duction site in Beijing – Capital Steel – away
from the city for environmental reasons.

It also operates a plate mill at Qinghuangdao
and Beijing Shunyi, a cold mill. 
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